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T H E B E S T WAY TO D R I N K WAT E R !
Retap is a Danish hydration company founded in
2009. We offer Retap Drinkware - reusable bottles,
carafes and water glasses especially designed to
drink tap water from, and we offer Retap Infuse instant flavour sticks designed to provide ordinary
tap water with a natural hint of fruit and berries.
We believe the best way to drink water is, refilling
reusable drinkware with tap water and perhaps
adding a flavour stick for a hint of natural flavour.
We call this The Retap Way.
The Retap Way is more than a way of drinking water.
It is a way of thinking, a way of rethinking the way
we drink water. It is easy, inexpensive, and the most
eco-friendly way to stay hydrated.

STAY HYDRATED - THE RE TAP WAY
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T H E R E TA P S TO R Y
Retap was founded by three enthu-

are very proud of this eco-friendly

of fruit and berries. The idea behind

siastic entrepreneurs in 2009 who

and

explains

the product is simply to make the

were initially influenced by reading

Lars Brøndum Petersen, one of the

experience of drinking tap water more

about the accumulation of plastic

founders.

exciting. Compared to ready-to-drink

beautiful

product”,

trash in our oceans consisting mainly
of plastic bottles.

products in disposable plastic bottles,

A SUSTAINABLE WAY TO HYDRATE

Retap Infuse is a more sustainable

Since then more bottle sizes and

way to stay hydrated.

THE ECO-FRIENDLY WATER BOTTLE

bottle accessories have been added to

“At the UN climate meeting back in

the Retap product range along with a

“As

2009 in Copenhagen (COP 15), we

carafe and water glasses.

product, the consumer can mix it

became more aware of the negative

Infuse

is

an

instant

with tap water e.g. in a reusable

impact of bottled water on our

The new product line Retap Infuse

Retap glass bottle, thus reducing the

environment. We felt that something

adds another milestone to the history

need for plastic packaging. More-

had to be done. We set our minds to

of Retap.

over, the environmental impact of

designing a bottle especially made for

44

Retap

the transportation and cooling of

drinking tap water. A year and many

Retap Infuse is a collection of instant

bottled water before consumption is

designs later in the summer of 2010,

flavour sticks, designed to provide or-

removed. You simply use tap water”,

we released the Retap Bottle, and we

dinary tap water with a natural hint

says Lars Brøndum Petersen.

Retap has two offices.
The main office is
located in Agerskov,
Denmark and the other
one in Cleveland, USA.
Retap products
are sold in more
than 55 countries
worldwide.
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THE STORY CONTINUES
Throughout the years Retap has built a strong
network of resellers and distributors alongside of
establishing offices in both Denmark and the USA.
Retap products are sold in more than 55 countries
worldwide, and are available in a wide selection
of stores from The Container Store, Target and
Anthropologie in the USA to Selfridges in London
and Illums Bolighus in Copenhagen. Retap products
are available in fine gourmet and promotional gift
stores in cities like Sydney, Tokyo, Paris, Madrid,
Berlin, Amsterdam and Stockholm as well as online
at The Grommet, Ebay, Amazon, and Avocadostore.
See the full list of resellers on retap.com.
And the story continues...
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J O I N T H E R E TA P WAY

We want to motivate everyone to use The Retap Way when staying hydrated. That is why we offer custom print on our Retap products
to companies, because they can make an even bigger environmental impact.
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Our custom printed Retap products have been chosen as promotional gifts by Nike, CBS Sports, the MTV Movie Awards, Vodafone,
LEGO, Maersk, Rambøll, Marriott Hotels, HP, Saxo Bank, Eurosport, Bluewater, Deloitte, Funding Box, Søstrene Grene, Innogy,
Bosch, TDC, Miele, KPMG, Amazon, Audi, Suzuki, Novo Nordisk, Zeiss, Grundfos, Grohe, Waterlogic and Swatch. Just to name a few.
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Retap stands for
refilling with tap water.
We encourage drinking water
from the tap and using The
Retap Way to do so.
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S TAY H Y D R AT E D
At Retap we want to improve the way you stay
hydrated. Drinking water and staying hydrated is an
activity that deserves more attention. We drink water
every day, so it should be an experience we enjoy.
We encourage awareness of the most relevant
aspects of drinking water: our personal health,
sustainability, and great taste. Water is the essence
of life and should not be exploited in a way that
harms the environment.
We encourage drinking water from the tap and using
reusable, refillable drinkware to do so. Whether you
prefer your water filtered or straight from the tap,
using the The Retap Way is easy, inexpensive, and
the most eco-friendly way to stay hydrated.
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R E TA P M O M E N T S
It is often a challenge creating a

taking a Retap Moment every once

healthy habit of drinking enough wa-

in a while. By making Retap a part of

ter during a busy day.

your daily routines, you will see that
the little time it takes to fill up a Retap

A MOMENT TO DISCONNECT
We

recommend

taking

Bottle and enjoy drinking water from
a

Retap

it, is more than worth it.

Moment – a 10 minute “time-out”
during the day where you take a

This will help you reach your hydration

moment to enjoy a drink of fresh cold

goals. If you find water bland and

tap water.

tasteless, infuse your water with fresh
slices of fruit or add a Retap Infuse

A Retap Moment is a moment to

instant flavour stick for a natural hint

disconnect. A moment to relax and

of fruit and berries.

enjoy a drink of refreshing water.
In a few minutes, you will find yourself

A PART OF YOUR DAILY ROUTINES

full of renewed energy. That is exactly

Keep a Retap Bottle close by and you

what a Retap Moment is all about.

will automatically be reminded of
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A Retap Moment is a
moment to disconnect.
A moment to relax and
enjoy a drink of water.
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The Retap Way is the combined use of our reusable
Retap Drinkware together
with our great tasting
Retap Infuse flavour sticks.
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T H E R E TA P WAY
Staying hydrated The Retap Way is

Retap Infuse is a collection of instant

using our reusable Retap Drinkware

flavour sticks, designed to provide or-

together with our great tasting Retap

dinary tap or filtered water with a na-

Infuse flavour sticks.

tural hint of fruit and berries.

The Retap Way is our sustainable

By refilling reusable drinkware from

hydration alternative to water and

Retap and perhaps adding a Retap

ready-to-drink beverages in plastic

Infuse flavour stick for a hint of natu-

bottles. We believe it is the best way to

ral flavour, you help lessen the en-

drink water.

vironmental impact of transporting
bottled beverages in plastic bottles.

Retap Drinkware is reusable bottles,
carafes and water glasses especial-

Transporting plastic bottles over long

ly designed to drink tap water from

distances costs energy and disturbs

either filtered or straight from the

the natural cycle of water. Staying hy-

tap. Refilling reusable drinkware is

drated The Retap Way is an easy way to

easy, inexpensive, and the most eco-

support the environment.

friendly way to drink water.
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T H E R E TA P WAY. . .
YOU ONLY NEED TO REFILL TWICE

The research also shows that you only

Independent research by Carbon Foot-

have to refill a Retap Bottle 05 two

print Ltd. has shown that you can save

times, before you have a lower envi-

30.2 kg CO2 every year when using a

ronmental impact than when drinking

Retap Bottle 05 compared to using a

from a plastic bottle.

standard 0.5 plastic bottle.

SUSTAINABLE HYDRATION
This amount of CO2 equals the pro-

Compared to water and ready-to-

duction of 84 new Retap Bottles. The

drink beverages in plastic bottles, The

Carbon Footprint of a Retap Bottle 05

Retap Way is a more convenient and

is 0.358 kg CO2. This includes all the

sustainable way to hydrate.

carbon emissions arising during the
lifecycle of the product.

Stay hydrated The Retap Way and:

save energy and CO2

save time by not

emission when switching from water and

save money by not cooling

beverages in plastic

plastic bottles in a refrigera-

bottles.

tor. Retap products can be
used with tap water and
stored at room temperature.
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handling, storing
and returning empty
plastic bottles.

. . . YO U R WAY
Staying hydrated The Retap Way is an

PROMOTE YOUR OWN WAY

easy way of doing something good for

We even offer companies to get their

the planet. It is a simple act of perso-

own custom print on Retap products.

nal environmentalism.
Your employees and customers will

JOIN OUR WAY OF DRINKING WATER

value drinking water The Retap Way

We want to motivate everyone to use

with your own custom print showing

The Retap Way when staying hydrated.

your company’s awareness of people’s
health and a sustainable environment.

We invite companies to join our way
of thinking and drinking water. Com-

Reduce costs and waste and feel good

panies can make an even bigger envi-

about taking an easy step to support

ronmental impact by replacing plastic

the environment by replacing all plas-

bottles with Retap Drinkware and of-

tic bottles in your corporate offices.

fering Retap Infuse as an alternative
to ready-to-drink beverages and flavoured water in plastic bottles.
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R E TA P I N F U S E
Retap Infuse is a collection of instant

A HINT OF NATURAL FLAVOUR

Retap Infuse is, however, a more

flavour sticks for making flavoured

Retap Infuse adds a refreshing hint of

convenient and sustainable way to

water.

natural fruit and berries to tap water,

hydrate. It eliminates the need to

making it even more enjoyable to stay

transport bottled flavoured water

hydrated.

across

Retap Infuse is made from real fruit

distances

and

only

produces a minimum of packaging

extracts containing only natural flavours and colours. It is low in sugar

Retap Infuse is a supplement to drink-

waste when mixed with tap water in a

and calories.

ing water and an alternative to

glass or a reusable water bottle.

drinking bottled flavoured water.
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long

Stay hydrated during
the day at home, at the
office, or on the go with
Retap Infuse.
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R E TA P I N F U S E
FOUR DELICIOUS FLAVOURS

The four Retap Infuse instant flavour

CONVENIENT SINGLE-SERVE STICKS

The Retap Infuse Collection consists

sticks are all made from real fruit

The convenient single-serve stick

of four delicious flavour infusions:

extracts containing only natural fla-

pack makes it easy for you to get

vours and colours.

flavoured water in an instant. Just add

- Lemon Lime

to 250 ml of cold tap water in a Retap

- Cranberry Orange

Moreover, they are low in sugar and

Bottle or a glass. Shake or stir until

- Elderflower Ginger Lime

calories – only approx. 2 g of sugar and

dissolved and enjoy the tasty flavour

- Raspberry Mint.

8 kcal per 100 ml prepared beverage.

infused water.

77%

agrees that Retap Infuse
has a great taste.
Source: Retap Infuse
Consumer Survey - July 2017
- 216 respondents.
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F L AV O U R E D WAT E R I N A N I N S TA N T
FOR CONSUMERS AND BUSINESSES

AT HOME, AT WORK, OR ON THE GO

Offering Retap Infuse at the work

Retap Infuse is available in Consumer

Retap Infuse is the perfect solution for

place is a great way to encourage

Boxes of 10 stick packs containing one

consumption at home or on the go as

employees to drink more water. Place

flavour.

the small stick packs fit easily into a

a display of Retap Infuse in the office

hand or computer bag together with a

kitchen close to tap water, directly at

reusable water bottle.

the individual work desk or bring it to

For businesses, a Collection Box is
available including a total of 200 stick

meetings together with bottles of cold

packs - 50 stick packs of each of the

tap water.

four flavours.

86%

believes that Retap Infuse
will help them drink more
water during the day.
Source: Retap Infuse
Consumer Survey - July 2017
- 216 respondents.
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R E TA P D R I N K WA R E
Retap

Drinkware

brings

elegance

and sophistication to your wardrobe,

durable glass used in laboratories and

It is designed without any edges

high-end cookware.

where bacteria can accumulate and
grow, making it easy to clean in the

office desk, kitchen countertop, and
dinner table.

Borosilicate glass meets the highest

dishwasher.

hygienic standards. It is a pure mate-

FUNCTIONAL SCANDINAVIAN DESIGN
The

simple

and

functionalistic

Scandinavian design guarantees a
great water flow. Retap Drinkware
was created because we believe that
drinking water should be easy and
enjoyable.

STRONG AND LIGHT-WEIGHT
Retap Drinkware is made of high
strength, borosilicate glass, the same

22

rial without lead or cadmium and
cannot contaminate your water and
is 100% safe for your personal health.
Borosilicate glass is heat-resistant,
light-weight and sustainable, making
Retap Drinkware both functional and
durable.

Retap Drinkware is reusable bottles,
carafes and water glasses especially
designed to drink tap water from
either filtered or from the tap.
Refilling reusable drinkware is easy,
inexpensive,

Drinkware

and

the

most

friendly way to drink water.

EASY TO CLEAN
Retap

REFILL WITH TAP WATER

is

dishwasher,

microwave and refrigerator safe.

eco-

Retap Drinkware is designed in
Denmark and manufactured in
Europe. Retap proudly received
three design awards for the
Retap Bottle. The Red Dot
Design Award and the Promotional Gift Award in 2011 and
the Good Design Award in 2012.
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R E TA P B OT T L E S
Retap Bottles are especially designed

regulates the flow, delivering just the

means that you can change lids

to give the best drinking experience.

right amount of water at all times.

between all bottle sizes.

AWARD-WINNING DESIGN

AVAILABLE IN THREE SIZES

RETAP BOTTLE LID COLOURS:

Retap Bottles are comfortable to

The bottles are made of light-weight,

hold, sealed against spilling, and our

durable

award-winning design insures that

Light Blue

Purple

makes them convenient to carry even

Baby Blue

Orange

you will enjoy every sip.

when filled.

Dark Blue

Peach

When drinking from a Retap Bottle

The Retap Bottles are available in

Mint Blue

Yellow

you will notice how pleasant it is to

three sizes; 3oo ml, 500 ml, and 800 ml.

Black

Petroleum Green

Grey

Strong Green

Frosted White

Forest Green

Raspberry

Lemon Lime

Pink

Walnut Wood

borosilicate

glass,

which

drink directly from the bottle. This is
mainly because of the shape and the
material.
The size of the bottle opening targets
the mouth and eliminates overflow
to the sides; the slope of the neck
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CHOOSE BETWEEN 18 LID COLOURS
Personalise your bottle with 18 lid
colours or an exclusive walnut wood
lid. The opening on all three Retap
Bottle sizes is the same size. This

Red
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The beautiful design of the
Retap Carafe adds visual
interest to any table setting and
serves as a subtle reminder to
stay hydrated. Complement the
carafe with the new matching
Retap Water Glasses.

NEW
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R E TA P C A R A F E & WAT E R G L A S S E S
The Retap Carafe can contain 1.2

making the carafe convenient to pour

water at business meetings. The water

litres. This makes the carafe suitable

from even when filled.

glasses hold up to 250 ml.

The large opening makes it easy to

CHOOSE BETWEEN 6 LID COLOURS

for filling at the tap and bringing to
the table to serve several people.

clean. The carafe is both dishwasher

SERVE WITH EASE
The carafe has the similar simple and
functionalistic Scandinavian design
as our awarded Retap Bottles. This

and microwave safe and easily fits in
the refrigerator door.

COMPLEMENTARY WATER GLASSES

guarantees an optimal water flow and

The Retap Carafe can be comple-

balance.

mented with matching water glasses.

The beautiful design adds visual

Personalise your Retap Carafe with
6 distinct lid colours or an exclusive
walnut wood lid.

RETAP CARAFE LID COLOURS:

Light Blue

Red

The Retap Water Glasses are based on

Dark Blue

Forest Green

interest to any table setting and serves

the same elegant glass material and

Black

Walnut Wood

as a subtle reminder to stay hydrated.

Scandinavian design principles.

Grey

It is made from borosilicate glass,

They are ideal for serving table water

which is strong and light-weight,

over dinner or serving up refreshing
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R E TA P L I D CO L L E C T I O N
The Retap Lids are designed and made

the elasticity. The lids need to stretch

RETAP WOODEN LID

in Denmark. The look and feel is fine-

out to smoothly fit the Retap Bottle

In addition to the standard lids, an

tuned to the smallest details. An es-

but also be solid enough, so they do

exclusive lid made from walnut wood

sential feature is that the lid is suit-

not fall off. TPE is resistant to heat

is also available. The wooden lid is

able for reuse. It is designed without

until 120 0C before deforming. That is

handcrafted by a traditional crafts-

any edges where bacteria can accu-

why you can simply wash the lids in a

man on the island of Funen in the

mulate and grow.

dishwasher

heart of Denmark. Each lid is unique
and of excellent quality.

RETAP STANDARD LIDS

The standard lids are available in 18

The material of the standard lids is a

colours including the two new trendy

The wooden lid makes your Retap

thermoplastic elastomer (TPE). It is

colours Petroleum Green and Peach

Bottle or Carafe look even more ele-

100% safe as it is free of PVC, bisphe-

for the Retap Bottle and for the Retap

gant. The wooden lid does not seal

nol A (BPA) and phthalates.

Carafe the standard lids are available

tight and is thus very easy and con-

in 6 colours. The colourful lids are

venient to take off, making it ideal for

We carefully selected this material

perfect for personalising your Retap

conferences, meeting rooms, restau-

due to its low environmental impact

Bottle or Carafe to your personal style

rants and dinner table use.

and because of its physical abilities.

or company brand.

Most important was the fine-tuning of
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Bottle Lid:
Purple

Bottle Lid:
Grey

Carafe Lid:
Forest Green

Bottle Lid:
Black

Bottle Lid:
Walnut Wood
Bottle Lid:
Light Blue

Bottle Lid:
Yellow

Bottle Lid:
Raspberry

Bottle Lid:
Dark Blue

Carafe Lid:
Grey

Bottle Lid:
Orange

colours Petroleum

Carafe Lid:
Light Blue

Bottle Lid:
Petroleum Green

Bottle Lid:
Mint Blue

Bottle Lid:
Frosted White

Bottle Lid:
Baby Blue

Bottle Lid:
Red

Bottle Lid:
Dark Green

Carafe Lid:
Black

Bottle Lid:
Lemon Lime

Bottle Lid:
Pink

The new trendy lid

Bottle Lid:
Forest Green

Carafe Lid:
Walnut Wood

Carafe Lid:
Dark Blue

Carafe Lid:
Red

Bottle Lid:
Peach

Green and Peach
are available from
March 2018
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R E TA P B OT T L E S L E E V E
Protect your Retap Bottle with an

It is pleasant to hold and gives a good

elegant, knitted sleeve that suits our

grip. The attached strap lets you carry

Scandinavian Design principles: sim-

your Retap Bottle with you, on a finger

ple and functional.

or two.

IN FIVE COLOURS FOR ALL BOTTLES

A GOOD GRIP FOR ON-THE-GO

The sleeve is available for all three Re-

The Retap Sleeve is made from eco-

tap Bottle sizes in five vibrant colours.

certified elastane that smoothly follows the curves of the Retap Bottle.

The sleeve is washable at 40 °C.

RETAP BOTTLE SLEEVE COLOURS:

Light Blue

30

Pink

Black

Grey

Forest Green
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R E TA P C U S TO M P R I N T
THE RETAP WAY - YOUR WAY!

Every time they drink water. Custom

Retap products are a valuable busi-

We want to motivate everyone to use

print on Retap products is perfect for

ness gift both as a premium give-away

The Retap Way when staying hydra-

promoting your brand several times a

for customers or as a unique employee

ted. That is why we offer custom print

day. It even has the potential to pro-

gift. They give style and value to

on our Retap products to companies,

vide years of brand awareness, being

meetings and conferences. They cre-

because they can make an even bigger

reused by loyal receivers and con-

ate awareness of the cause at benefits

environmental impact.

stantly reminding them of your brand

and special events. They highlight the

every time they drink a sip of water.

celebration at anniversaries and pro-

We print logos and taglines or other

mote happenings and festivals. They

design elements on the Retap pro-

With low Minimum Order Quantities

bid welcome to guests at restaurants

ducts. It is an elegant way of showing

even small businesses can benefit

and hotels.

your awareness of personal health,

from The Retap Way with custom print.

sustainability, and great taste.

And they are of course treasured by

IN EVERY POSSIBLE WAY

employees in corporate offices every

PROMOTE YOUR BRAND REPEATEDLY

Retap products with custom print can

day, emphasising the company values

Your employees, customers or guests

be used for multiple purposes - in

and the importance of staying hydra-

will value drinking water The Retap

every possible way.

ted in a sustainable way.

Way with your own custom print.
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R E TA P D R I N K WA R E C U S TO M P R I N T
Retap Drinkware is made from high

PRINTABLE AREA

UP TO FOUR COLOURS OR “FROSTED”

quality material with a high quality

The printable area on the Retap

Retap Drinkware is printed with a

and long-lasting print. It can be reused

Drinkware is a long strip on the widest

silk screen printing technique. We

over and over again without losing its

part of the product.

print all colours from the Pantone

value. With a wide range of different lid
colours, there is always a colour that fits
your company profile.

Matching System (PMS) or “frosted”
The area does not go all the way

which looks like engraving/lasering

around the product, there is a gap of

on the glass. We print up to 4 colours

about 0.5 cm.

or “frosted”.

Retap Bottle 08

Retap Carafe

Retap Bottle 05
CUSTOM PRINT ON
Retap Bottle 03

WATER GLASSES IS
POSSIBLE FROM
APRIL 2018

Retap Water Glass
Printable Area:
192 mm x 40 mm

34
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Printable Area:
225 mm x 50 mm

Printable Area:
259 mm x 60 mm

Printable Area:
330 mm x 60 mm

R E TA P I N F U S E C U S TO M P R I N T
Retap Infuse is made from high-quality

PRINTABLE AREA

DIGITAL PRINTING IN CMYK COLOURS

ingredients delivered in a high quality

The printable area on Retap Infuse is

Retap Infuse is printed with digital

digitally printed stick pack. It will be

a long strip on the front of the stick

printing

consumed repeatedly day after day,

pack. The area does not go all the

CMYK colours, both solid colours and

way up or down as space for flavour

gradients. It is not possible to print in

identification and sealing is needed.

colours from the Pantone Matching

The back side is reserved for nutrition

System (PMS).

information required by EU law.

SHELF LIFE: 12 months

constantly reminding the consumer
of your brand and associating it with
innovative and great taste.

technique.

We

print

in

Retap Infuse
FRONT
CUSTOM PRINT ON
RETAP INFUSE IS
POSSIBLE FROM

Printable Area: 54 mm x 22 mm

APRIL 2018
BACK
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Encourage drinking more
water by placing a display
of Retap Infuse in the
office kitchen close to tap
water or directly at the

T H E R E TA P W AY. . .

individual work desk.

...FOR YOUR EMPLOYEES
Companies can make an even bigger

we are either too busy or simply do not

environmental impact by replacing

like how it tastes. This can be a par-

plastic bottles with Retap Drinkware

ticular problem when you have dead-

and offering Retap Infuse as an alter-

lines to meet during the day.

native to ready-to-drink beverages
and flavoured water in plastic bottles.

If hydrating has become more of a
chore rather than a healthy habit in

Your employees will value drinking

your company, The Retap Way can be

water The Retap Way with your own

an easy way to stay hydrated through-

custom print showing your company’s

out the work day.

awareness of people’s health and a
sustainable environment.

Print your company values or a motivational text on a Retap Bottle and

DRINK MORE WATER

inspire your employees to drink more

When it comes to your employee’s

water. You can also give them a bottle

health and wellbeing nothing is more

as a holiday gift and encourage them to

important than water. Yet, most of us

stay hydrated outside of the office.

are not drinking enough water because

36

A custom printed Retap
Bottle with your company
values or a motivational text
makes the bottle not only
functional, but also a great
tool for internal branding.
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T H E R E TA P W AY. . .

. . . AT Y O U R M E E T I N G S
Serving water at business meetings

With a custom print on the Retap

provides a welcoming atmosphere and

Carafe, the products and services that

shows that you care about small de-

you provide your customers and the

tails which create a positive impres-

value that you deliver will be replica-

sion of your business.

ted in the high quality of the promotion items you use.

STYLE AND VALUE TO THE MEETING
The Retap Carafe elegantly shows po-

SHOW WHAT YOU STAND FOR

tential customers and business re-

The high quality of the Retap Carafe,

lations your awareness of personal

the values associated with it, linked

health, sustainability, and great taste.

together with your own brand communication spells out exactly what you

It gives both style and value to your

stand for and that customers can con-

meetings and to your own products

fidently do business with you.

and services too.
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The Retap Carafe is
perfect for business
meetings to serve
many people.

Print your logo on the
Retap Carafe to show customers that the quality and
value of your products and
services are as high as the
promotion items you use.
39
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T H E R E TA P W AY. . .

. . . AT YO U R C O N F E R E N C E S
Access to water during a long confe-

conference room. Place water coolers

rence is essential for the attendees to

with chilled, filtered water around the

stay hydrated.

conference area for attendees to refill
the bottles during the conference.

VERSATILE CONFERENCE USE
The Retap product range is suited for

CREATES VALUE DURING AND AFTER

any conference. The Retap Carafe

Add a custom print on the Retap pro-

and Water Glasses are great for self-

ducts and use them as a take-home

serving during breaks or lunch while

item for the attendees.

the Retap Bottle 05 is great as a table
bottle during the conference sessions.

Your logo will stand out on a high qual-

Combine the table bottles with some

ity product and will have a very power-

Retap Infuse flavour sticks to keep at-

ful recall effect. Your branding will be

tendees alert and refreshed during the

extended beyond the conference as at-

long conference afternoons.

tendees use the products at work and
at home afterwards.

Make the products available for all attendees to collect at the entry to the

40
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the Retap Bottle 05 is
great as a table bottle
during the conference
sessions. Combine the
table bottles with some
Retap Infuse flavour sticks
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T H E R E TA P W AY. . .

... AT YO U R E V E N T S
Retap products are great promotional

Custom print on Retap products is

items for events, anniversaries or

perfect for promoting your brand sev-

happenings. They automatically be-

eral times a day. It even has the poten-

come a topic of conversation and cre-

tial to provide years of brand aware-

ate the kind of attention your event

ness and become a treasured reminder

deserves.

that will last long after the event itself
has ended.

A TREASURED REMINDER
With a Retap product as your event

An event give-away is an opportunity

give-away you will be handing out

for you to cause a long-lasting im-

something that is unique and really

pression on your audience.

valuable to your audience.
A well-thought-out giveaway is not
only useful for your audience, but will
also reinforce your brand.

Custom print on
Retap products is
perfect as an event
give-away.

42
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T H E R E TA P W AY. . .

...FOR YOUR GUESTS
When you look to add value for your

SHOW SOME COURTESY

guests, there can be nothing more

Offer your guests a courtesy tray in the

valuable than the water we drink daily

hotel room with Retap Bottles and Re-

- especially after a long journey.

tap Infuse flavour sticks.

BID WELCOME WITH WATER

It is a quick and effective way to show

Bid guests welcome to your restaurant

your high level of service and give your

or hotel with fresh, cold water.

guests a positive first impression.

The Retap Carafe and Water Glasses

Add a custom print on the Retap prod-

are perfect for restaurant use. The

ucts and offer them as a take-home

beautiful design adds visual interest

gift for your guests. They will be a daily

to any buffet or dinner table. With a

reminder of the great moments spent

wide range of different lid colours and

at your hotel. Your hotel will stand out

custom branding possibilities, you can

amongst the competitors and be as-

capture your restaurant’s unique style.

sociated with high quality and a great
service level.

44

Offer your guests a
courtesy tray in the
hotel room with Retap
Bottles and Retap
Infuse flavour sticks.
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R E TA P P R O D U C T O V E R V I E W

R E TA P D R I N K WA R E

Retap Bottle 03

Retap Bottle 08

Retap Carafe

Retap Water
Glasses

Content (liter)

0.3

0.5

0.8

1.2

0.250

Height (mm)

155

190

230

235

76

Diameter (max) (mm)

68

80

88

105

82

150 / 165

180 / 195

220 / 235

345 / 365

72

Standard packaging (pieces)

40

28

18

15

48

MOQ with Retap print (pieces)

40

56

36

30

MOQ with Custom print (pieces)

120

112

108

45

192 x 40

225 x 50

259 x 60

330 x 60

Weight (g) (without lid / with lid)

Printable area (mm)
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Retap Bottle 05

FROM
APRIL
2018

R E TA P A CC E S S O R I E S

Retap Bottle Lids

Retap Carafe Lids

Standard / Wooden Lid

Standard / Wooden Lid

TPE / Walnut wood

Material

Retap Bottle Sleeves
03 / 05 / 08

Retap Dishwasher Rack

TPE / Walnut wood

80% cotton, 17% polyamide
and 3% elastane. Eco-certified.

Coated steel

150

Height (mm)

32 / 32

15 / 15

Size packed:
W: 65 / 70 / 80
H: 75 / 85 / 105
D: 8 / 8 / 8

Diameter (max) (mm)

42 / 42

65 / 65

68 / 80 / 88

450

17 / 30

20 / 35

9 / 12 / 17

Incl. box: 1400

Weight (g)
Colours
NEW BOTTLE LIDS
PETROLEUM GREEN
AND PEACH
AVAILABLE FROM
MARCH 2018

Light Blue

Purple

Baby Blue

Orange

Dark Blue

Peach

Mint Blue

Yellow

Black

Petroleum Green

Grey

Strong Green

Frosted White

Forest Green

Raspberry

Lemon Lime

Pink

Walnut Wood

Light Blue

Red

Light Blue

Dark Blue

Forest Green

Pink

Black

Walnut Wood

Forest Green

Grey

Black
Grey

Red

Comments

No MOQ
Fits all Retap Bottles

No MOQ

No MOQ

No MOQ
Fits all Bottles & Carafe
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R E TA P P R O D U C T O V E R V I E W

R E TA P D R I N K WA R E PA C K A G I N G

Material

Single Box
Retap Bottle 05

Single Box
Retap Bottle 08

Single Box
Retap Carafe

Double Box
Retap Bottle 03

Double Box
Retap Bottle 05

Fits one Retap
Bottle 03 and
one Retap Lid

Fits one Retap
Bottle 05 and
one Retap Lid

Fits one Retap
Bottle 08 and
one Retap Lid

Fits one Retap
Carafe and one
Retap Lid

Fits two Retap
Bottles 03 and
two Retap Lids

Fits two Retap
Bottles 05 and
two Retap Lids

Cardboard

Cardboard

Cardboard

Cardboard

Cardboard

Cardboard

Height (mm)

76

90

97

119

74

88

Length (mm)

217

246

280

300

264

265

WIdth (g)

140

130

147

153

202

230

Weight (g)
MOQ with Retap print (pieces)
MOQ with Custom print (pieces)
Printable area (mm)

48

Single Box
Retap Bottle 03

265

310

390

560

480

530

No MOQ

No MOQ

No MOQ

No MOQ

No MOQ

No MOQ

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

Fully printable

Fully printable

Fully printable

Fully printable

Fully printable

Fully printable

FROM
APRIL
2018

Gift Tube
Retap Bottle 03

Gift Tube
Retap Bottle 05

Gift Tube
Retap Bottle 08

Gift Tube
Retap Carafe

Fits one Retap Bottle 03
and one Retap Lid

Fits one Retap Bottle 05
and one Retap Lid

Fits one Retap Bottle 08
and one Retap Lid

Fits one Retap Carafe
and one Retap Lid

Cardboard with tin lid

Cardboard with tin lid

Cardboard with tin lid

Cardboard with tin lid

Height (mm)

182

222

252

-

Diameter (mm)

77

84

95

-

Material

Weight (g)
MOQ with Retap print (pieces)
MOQ with Custom print (pieces)
Printable area (mm)

220

265

340

-

No MOQ

No MOQ

No MOQ

No MOQ

1000

1000

1000

1000

Fully printable

Fully printable

Fully printable

Fully printable
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R E TA P P R O D U C T O V E R V I E W

R E TA P I N F U S E

50

Retap Infuse
Lemon Lime

Retap Infuse
Cranberry
Orange

Retap Infuse
Elderflower
Ginger Lime

Retap Infuse
Raspberry Mint

Retap Infuse
Variety Pack

Stick packs per box (pieces)

10

10

10

10

8
Two of each
flavour

Height (mm)

125

125

125

125

125

Width (mm)

75

75

75

75

75

Depth (mm)

35

35

35

35

35

Weight (g)

70

70

70

70

60

Standard packaging (boxes per inner box)

10

10

10

10

10

Standard packaging (inner boxes per colli)

8

8

8

8

8

Total amount of stick packs per colli

800

800

800

800

60

Colli per euro pallet

30

30

30

30

30

Retap Infuse
Collection Box

Retap Infuse
Refill Box

Retap Infuse
Custom Print
MOQ: 10,000 stick packs. The amount can be split between the
four flavours e.g. 2,500 stick packs of each of the four flavours.

200
50 of each flavour

180
of one flavour

180
of one flavour

Height (mm)

88

100

100

Width (mm)

267

195

195

Depth (mm)

232

225

225

Weight (g)

Stick packs per box (pieces)

1360

1195

1195

Standard packaging (boxes per colli)

6

8

8

Total amount of stick packs per colli

1.200

1.440

1.440

30

30

30

Colli per euro pallet
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Retap ApS
Praestegaardsvej 9
6534 Agerskov
Denmark
info@retap.com
www.retap.com
Facebook.com/Retap
Instagram.com/Retap_EU
Twitter.com/Retap_EU

